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PREFACE .
Much has "been written concerning short circuit teste of
alternating current generators from the standpoint of the designing
engineer who is now able to predetermine with a fair degree of ac-
curacy the permanent short circuit characteristics of the genera-
tors he designs, as well as the voltage regulation under all con-
ditions of load.
However, with the increased demand for very large genera-
ting units in the central station and hydroelectric power plant,
new problems have arisen for the cooperative solution of the opera-
ting and designing engineers. The operating engineer has in many
instances been brought face to face with disastrous results attend-
ing momentary short circuits on large alternating current genera-
tors and the designing engineer has been called upon to produce
units of large capacity which will be able to obviate such results
and withstand the most ' rigorous service! The designer of alternat-
ing current generators of today must be able to produce a machine
of 15000 K.W. to 20000 K.W. capacity to withstand a ttdead short
circuit" at its terminals without rendering it inoperative.
This thesis is written more from the standpoint of the
consulting and operating engineer and deals in a practical and ex-
perimental way with the transient phenomena attending momentary
short circuits on alternating current generators.
The literature dealing with such phenomena is very scant
but the writer knows of no better exposition of the subject than
that given by Dr. C. P. Steinmetz in his books on "Alternating Cur-
rent Phenomena" and "Transient Electric Phenomena and Oscillations"

The writer can add nothing to the mathematical theory which Dr.
Steinmetz has evolved but trusts that he has been able to elucidate
somewhat to the uninitiated the physical conception of what takes
place when an alternator is suddenly short circuited at its termi-
nals .
The writer wishes to acknowledge the valuable assistance
of the graduate students of the Electrical Department of the Uni-
versity of Illinois and the helpful instruction of Prof. Ernst J.
Berg and others in the Department of Electrical Engineering.
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NOTATION.
Capital letters indicate maximum values.
Small letters indicate effective values^ with the exception that,
Small letters with subscript zero indicate instantaneous values.
— VOX La^t) ^trliex aloli 111 bile? aXTUGtblirt? U.IlUt?X fculUI u
VUAUilfjCJ j^CIIOi tl LOU {XL UXIIIC/ II .
6 9 ee , Ee = terminal or impressed voltages.
e
a >
eb , ec
= voltages of respective phases a, b, c •
t$6a4 » eac > eAc
= line voltages.
Xa > i 6 , i^ current in respective phases a, b, c
.
4
\b , i . i. short circuit current across* ac * be leads ab , ac , be
.
A1 t I = current at time
= generator field current.
= instantaneous value of generator field current.
Ie current in exciter armature.
f = frequency
.
L = inductance in henries.
x, X = reactance in ohms.
x
i
= self-inductive reactance of armature in ohms
x
z
equivalent reactance of armature reaction in ohms.
as x, + x
z
synchronous reactance
.
xc = reactance of generator field representing the flux interlink-
ing with the armature before short circuit.
x' = reactance of generator field representing the flux interlinked
with the armature after short circuit.
x^ = reactance of the field representing the flux which does not
interlink with the armature.

z, Z = impedance,
r, R = resistances.
r = resistance of field circuit of generator.
r
(
= resistance of armature circuit of generator.
n
c
= effective field turns per pole and phase,
n, = effective armature turns per pole and phase.
N = number of conductors per slot,
s = number of slots.
1 = length of armature and field core parallel with shaft,
g, k, constant b- defined where used.
&=2Trftzz time in radians counted from the time of closing the circuit
time in electrical degrees counted from time of zero e.m.f. be-
fore the circuit is closed.
^ = the phase angle of generated voltage at time of closing the
circuit
.
t
(
= time in seconds counted from time of zero e.m.f. before the cir-
cuit is closed,
t = time in seconds after closing the circuit.
= tan"
1
x/r = degrees lag of current behind the generated e.m.f.
P, Pc , P' = permanence of magnetic circuit.
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1SHORT CIRCUITS OP ALTERNATORS.
INTRODUCTION
For a number of years the writer was an operating engi-
neer in connection with a hydroelectric transmission system embrac-
ing some 450 miles of transmission lines operating at potentials of
from 20000 volts to 35000 volts. These lines are exposed not only
to the most severe tropical storms but to the oft repeated inter-
ference of mischievous persons desiring to see the fireworks which
usually attend short circuits.
Sudden or momentary short circuits are more or less fre-
quent on all exposed high tension transmission systems; hence all
electrical machinery and apparatus in the generating station par-
ticularly, must be designed to withstand frequent short circuits
and grounds. Overload relays in connection with oil circuit break-
ers, even though they be adjusted for "instantaneous" tripping -.
which is not advisable - do not eliminate the momentary rush of cur-
rent and the momentary torque of many times full load value.
The only practical way which has been found to limit the
value of the momentary short circuit current of an alternator is to
either design it in the first place with a sufficient self-induc-
tive reactance in the armature windings or, before the machine is
put into service, to insert a reactive coil of proper proportions
in the generator leads. The latter method is defective in case a
short circuit occurs between the reactive coils and the generator
terminals, hence the former method is the one usually adopted ex-
cept in special cases. Though increased reactance in the armature
winding of an alternator results in poor inherent voltage regula-
tion t this disadvantage is offset by using a voltage regulator.
|

^Instances have occurred in which alternators of lar ge ca-
pacity have been practically ruined or twisted out of shape by the
enormous momentary torque resulting on short circuit; hence speci-
fications for large units will invariably call for either a factory
or an installation short circuit test under normal full load con-
ditions.
Our knowledge of the phenomena attending short circuits
has been greatly increased by the use of the oscillograph which re-
cords the instantaneous values of current and voltage of armature
and field circuits both immediately before and after short circuit.
The series of tests herein described were made on a two-pole, 2300
volt, 125 K.V.A., 60~ , Y connected turbo-alternator with round ro-
tor, having a 4 K.W. 125 volt shunt wound exciter, with interpoles,
mounted on the end of the shaft.
In so far as the writer has knowledge, one feature which
has not been experimentally investigated in connection with the mo-
mentary short circuits of alternators is the effect which iB pro-
duced in the shunt field of the direct current exciter supplying
magnetizing current to the field poles of the alternator. This is
generally considered to be of little consequence owing to the high
impedance of the exciter field circuit, but in compound wound ex-
citers it must be remembered that the value of the pulsating curren
in the series field winding at the moment of short circuit of the
alternator may be sufficient to completely demagnetize the shunt
field and reverse the polarity of the exciter. The writer has ex-
perienced this phenomenon in the operation of a hydroelectric power
plant containing eleven 720 K.W. 2200 volt, 25 , alternators run-
ning in parallel and excited by two 110-115 volt, 75 K.W., compound

3wound exciters in parallel. A short circuit on the transmission
line has several times caused the exciters to flash over and re-
verse polarity, though no particular harm resulted outside of black
ened commutators and reversed arc lamps in the station.
In the following series of tests, oscillograms were taken
of the phenomena in the exciter armature and field circuits as well
as in the generator armature and field, but the reactance of the
shunt field of the exciter was so great (being several thousand
ohms) that the pulsation of current in it when the alternator was
short circuited was almost negligible, and appears so on the oscil-
lograms.
Before proceeding with the instantaneous short circuit
tests, preliminary tests were made; such as open circuit saturation
characteristic of both generator and exciter, synchronous imped-
ance, stationary impedance, voltage regulation and resistance meas-
urement s
.

I.
PRELIMINARY TESTS.
Tests made on a 125 K.V.A. Turbo-alternator . The following prelim-
inary tests were made on the 100 K.W. turbo-generator.
1. No load saturation characteristic on both exciter and gen-
erator.
2. Synchronous impedance single-phase neutral to line, single-
phase line to line, and three-phase.
3. Pull load, non-inductive, voltage regulation.
4. Measurements of resistance and impedance of armature and
field windings.
Since the method of making these tests is more or less fa
miliar to all electrical engineers, the data and curves of the satu
ration and synchronous impedance tests are submitted without com-
ment but the measurement of stationary impedance and reactance is
discussed at some length later, since it is of much importance in
determining the magnitude of the momentary short circuit current of
the alternator. Several other tests were made such as load satura-
tion, load characteristics and voltage regulation for different
power factors but the speed and load conditions were so unstable
that the data for these tests have been omitted.
Voltage Regulation . At unity power factor and approximately full
load, the following results were obtained.
e lf *a H *c Pl P2 P 008 ee f~
1. Load 2300 22.4 26.4 26.2 26 51 53 104 1.0 129 57.5
2. No load 2760 25.2 0.0 0.0 147 60.5
3. Correction 2502 22.4 0.0 0.0 57.5

5*
This test gives the regulation of the combined unit, i.e.
2760 — 2300both turbine and generator, as -
—
p^qq
— = 20$. Correcting the
no load voltage for change of speed, i.e., reducing the no load
terminal voltage to a basis of 57.5 frequency, the non-inductive
regulation of the generator is found to be equal to 2300 °r
8.8#.
By the magnetomotive force method the voltage regulation
(non-inductive) of the generator is found to be equal to 9.4$, cal-
culated as follows:
Amperes field excitation corresponding to full load short cir-
cuit current of 25 amperes = 10.75
Amperes field corresponding to normal no load induced e.m.f
.
(terminal voltage of 1330 per phase plus ir drop of 25.62 volts per
phase) of 1355.6 = 17.5.
Resultant m.m.f. = 10. 752 17.
5
2
= 20.5 amperes.
The no load terminal voltage corresponding to an excitation of
20.5 amperes = 1450 per phase.
Voltage regulation = 145°^~ 1?3° = 9.4$.

6A. DATA ON 125 K.V.A. ALTERNATOR TESTED.
Output at unity power factor, K.W. 100
Output at power factor of 0.80, K.V.A. 125
Terminal voltage, normal, line to line 2300
Volt 8, neutral to line 1530
Full load amperes per phase, at unity power factor 25
Full load amperes per phase, at 0.80 power factor 31
Number of field poles (round rotor) 2
Revolutions per minute 3600
Frequency per second 60
ARMATURE ( stationary
)
For dimensions of magnetic circuit, see Dr. No. 1.
Total number of armature coils 360
Number of coils per phase 120
Number of coils per pole and phase 60
Total number of slots 36
Number of slots per pole and phase 6
Number of conductors per slot, effective 20
Size of conductors, each 0.086" dia bare-two in
multiple) area, sq. inches. 0.116"
Resistance of armature winding per phase, ohms 0.51
Reactance per phase (at 60 cycles) ohms 2.30

7FIELD (revolving)
For dimensions of magnetic circuit, see Dr. Nos. 2, 3.
Number of turns per pole 410
Number of slots per pole 10
Number of conductors per slot,- arranged in two tiers
of 41 conductors per tier 82
Size of bare conductor - copper strip, 0.035" by 0.30"
Resistance of total winding, ohms 3.50
Total resistance of field circuit, ohms 14.0
Reactance of field winding, calculated, ohms 98.0
Total reactance of entire field circuit, excluding
generator field rheostat, ohms 99.0
DIRECT CURRENT EXCITER.
Output, K.W. 4.0
Voltage 125
.
Number of shunt field poles 2
Number of interpoles 2
Revolutions per minute 3600
Reactance of shunt field winding, ohms 5500
Reactance of armature winding, ohms 1.0

l.Arm atu re Purichmcj
,

£. Fit Id Punching
flT.B. Z - /Gf- 3to00 - 2300 *M ~.

3. Details of F"ield Punching.

it
EXCITER
2 - 4 - 3600 - 125
1. NO LOAD SATURATION
.
cor rev. cor rev.
per. min.
tr
per. min.
5 5 0.0 3600 190 190.2 1.92 3600
21 20.8 .12 tt 196 196.2 2.08 tt
75 73.4 .45 tf 191 191.2 1.90 •
63 81.2 .50 n 188 183.2 1.82 tt
97 95.0 .60 n 183 183.2 1.70 tt
104 102.0 .65 tt 178 178.4 1.54 tt
114 112.0 .72 ft 172 172.4 1.38 tt
120 121.2 .78 ti 162 165.4 1.26 tt
123 129.0 .85 tt 153 153.4 1 .07 tt
136 136.8 .92 « 141 141.4 .92 tt
148 143.5 1.06 N 115 116.4 .55 tt
155 155.4 1 .15 tt 74 76.0 .40 «
161 161.4 1.24 tt 43 47.0 .25 tt
163 161.4 1.28 tt 30 29.4 .15 tt
166 166.4 1.34 tt 23 22.5 .11 tt
172 172.4 1.44 If 13 12.8 .05 tt
173 173.4 1.48 tt 5 5. .00 tt
176 176.4 1.54 tt
179 179.4 1.63 tt
183 183.2 1.74 tf
186 186.2 1.80 tt
188 188.2 1.85 tt
190 190.2 1.92 tf See curve sheet No .1
192 192.2 1.96 tf
194 194.2 2.04 tt
196 196.2 2.10 tt
198 198.2 2.16 ff
\

U. OF I. 8. 8. FORM 3

CURTIS TURBO- GENERATOR
A.T.B. 2 - 125 - 3600 - 2300
2. NO LOAD SATURATION.
20
cor.
20
cor.
© a c
cor.
e.
20
cor. cor.
e*c eac
20
cor.
e
11.0 11.0 220. 127.0 1.0 110.6 107.6 2152. 1242. 14.6
16.5 16.5 330. 190. 1.4 105.4 102.4 2048. 1184. 13.1
21.0 21.0 420. 254. 2.0 100.5 97.5 1950. 1136. 12.0
32.5 32.5 650. 374. 3.2 92.5 89.5 1790. 1052. 10.5
40.0 40.0 800. 472. 4.0 82.0 79.0 1580. 912. 8.8
90.0 87.0 1740. 1004. 10.0 76.2 73.2 1464. 846 . 7.9
94.0 91.5 1830. 1058. 11.0 69.0 66.0 1320. 772. 6.9
95.8 92.8 1856 . 1070. 11.2 62.0 59.0 1180. 682
.
6.0
98.7 95.7 1914. 1106. 11.8 51.5 51.5 1030. 594. 5.3
101.5 98.5 1970. 1138. 12.4 42.2 42.2 844. 488. 4.2
108.3 105.3 2106 . 1204. 14.0 38.0 38.0 760. 438. 3.8
117.6 115.0 2300. 1330. 16.5 31.5 31.5 630. 364. 3.0
128.2 126.0 2520
.
1453. 20.5 26.5 26.5 530. 306. 2.4
137.2 135.2 2704. 1572. 24.7 22.0 22.0 440. 254. 2.0
141.2 139.3 2796. 1610. 26.7 16.5 16.5 330. 190 . 1.6
137.5 135.5 2710. 1568. 25.0 16.0 16.0 320. 184. 1.4
134.0 131.5 2630. 1520. 23.5 14.0 14.0 280. 162. 1.0
130.6 128.0 2560. 1580. 21.7 11.0 11.0 220. 126 . .75
126.5 123.5 2570. 1428. 19.8 7.5 7.5 150. 124. .25
124.8 121.8 2436. 1408. 19.05
121.0 118.0 2360. 1364. 17.8
114.6 111.6 2232. 1290. 15.5
Each field pole has 410 turns.
See Curve Sheet No. Z
rev.
per min
3600

U. Or I. S. S. FORM 3

80
CURVE SHEET N*.
No Load Saturation ^ Neutral to Line.
fl.TB. 2 - 1Z5~3lcQ0 Z30Q -'(,0~.
m
U. Or I. S. 6. FORM 3

16
CURTIS TURBO-GENERATOR
A.T.B. 2 - 126 - 3600 - 2300
3. STATIONARY IMPEDANCE (Neutral to line)
60 ~
Pa i* f~ Z Z
21.2 6.0 57.5 6.33 6.60
32.0 7.6 57.5 7.76 8.10
45.8 13.4 57.5 6.49 6.77
118.0 25.8 57.0 5.80 6.10
141.0 31.5 57.0 5.60 5.90
155 .
5
34.2 57.0 5.56 5.85
181.0 40.0 57.0 5.42 5.70
194.0 42.8 57.0 5.38 5.66
212.0 46.7 56.75 5.29 5.60
237.0 51.0 56 . 25 5.23 5.58
268.0 60.5 57.75 5.15 5.35
310.0 68.0 57.75 5.08 5.28
The field of the generator was not excited.
See Curve Sheet No.
3
Phases (t>) and (c)
short circuited





CURTIS TURBO-GENERATOR.
A.T.B. 2 - 125 - 5600 - 2500
4. STATIONARY IMPEDANCE (Neutral tc line)
Z
'-a.
31
ia. t~ z* 60~
31 amp •
0° 113.4 17.2 59.0 6.60 6.71 208.0 192.0"
15 111.0 16.8 58.5 6.62 6.80 211.0 194.8
30 114.6 16.9 59.0 6.79 6 .90 214.0 197.5
45 118.0 16.75 59.0 7.05 7.17 221.0 204.0
60 117.5 16.55 59.0 7.10 7.22 223.8 206.5
75 119.5 16.7 59.5 7.15 7.20 223.2 206.0
90 119.2 16.75 59.5 7.15 7.20 223.2 206.0
105 119.5 16.7 59.5 7.15 7.20 223.2 206 .0
120 117.0 16.45 59.5 7.11 7.14 221.3 204.0
135 117.2 16.9 59.5 6.94 7.00 217.0 200.5
150 117.2 17.4 60.0 6.73 6.73 208.6 192.5
165 116.1 17.5 60.0 6.68 6.68 207.0 191.0
180 116.0 17.4 60.0 6.68 6.68 207.0 191.0
195 116.1 17.4 60.0 6.68 6.68 207.0 191.0
210 118.6 17.25 60.0 6.88 7.00 217.0 200.5
225 JL JL *> • KJ IP 8 59 .5 7 11 7 1 7- 221 .0 204 .0
240 119.9 16.75 59.5 7.18 7.24 224.4 207.2
255fcjW 119.7 16.7 59.5 7.18 7.24 224 .4 207 .2
270 119.2 16.7 59.5 7.15 7.22 223.8 206.5
285 119.0 16.7 59.5 7.10 7.19 223.0 205.9
300 120.4 17.1 59.25 7.04 7.13 221.0 204.0
315 118.2 17.1 59.00 6.92 7.03 218.0 201.3
330 115.0 17.2 59.00 6.70 6.81 211.0 194.8
360 114.0 17.3 59.00 6.60 6.71 208.0 192.0
Short circuit removed.
E i f Z E
60
75° 123.0 17.2 60. 7.15 205.0
120 119.0 16.7 59.5 7.18 205.0
165 114.5 17.25 59.75 6.66 190.7
210 115.7 16.8 59.75 6.91 197.5
255 120.1 16.75 60.0 7.17 205.0
Calculated values, E , are based on actual value of Full Load Im
pedance Z = 6.16, E = 191 for I = 31
.
The field of the generator was not excited. See Curve Sheet No.
a
Phases (b) and (c)
short circuited



CURTIS TURBO-GENERATOR
A.T.R. 2 - 125 - 3600 - 2300
5. STATIONARY IMPEDANCE.
At position of Maximum Impedance (90° and 270*)
I* *~
Z
60~
31 amp.
ea f~
Z
60 ~
31 amp.
101.5 14.2 59.5 7.21 174.2 28.6 58.5 0.0 6.24
132.7 19.2 59.5 7.00 174.2 28.6 58.5 10.1 6.24
155.4 22.6 59.5 6.94 174.0 29.0 58.5 15.0 6.16
170.5 25.4 59.5 6.75 173.7 29.4 58.5 20.0 6.06
180.0 26.8 60.0 6.70 170.0 29 .
3
58.5 23.7 5.95
190.0 28.5 60.0 6.67
At position of Minimum Impedance (0 and 180 )
92.0 13.8 60. 6.87 176.8 26.7 58.5 0.0 6.78
119.8 18.1 60. 6.62 175.0 27.0 58.5 10.0 6.64
138.8 21.6 60. 6.43 176.0 27.6 58.0 15.0 6.59
157.5 25.0 60. 6.30 192.0 30.0 60.0 15.0 6.40
191.0 31.0 60. 6.16 192.5 30.4 60.0 19.8 6.40
192.3 30.8 60.0 24.8 6.23
The field of the generator was not excited.
See Curve Sheet No. 4, ,5".
Phases (t>) and (c)
short circuited

U. OF I. 6. S. FORM 3

CURTIS TURBO-GENERATOR
A.T.B. 2 - 125 - 3600 - 2300
6. SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE.
SINGLE PHASE - (Between lines)
eab 6ab ebc bo %c eac iac Z
20" 20 20
4.8 96. 4.9 98. 24.0 480. 7.7 2.35 62.4
7.0 140. 7.5 150. 35.7 714. 12.4 3.58 57.6
9.8 196 . 10.3 206 . 48.5 970. 17.2 4.90 56 .4
11.95 239. 12.7 254. 60.8 1216. 21.8 6.18 55.7
16.3 326. 16.3 326. 75.2 1504. 27.8 8.08 54.2
17.5 350. 17.55 351. 79.5 1590. 31.5 8.72 50.5
19.5 390. 19.56 391. 87.0 1740. 35.9 9.95 48.5
21.0 420. 20.9 418. 91.3 1826. 39.3 10.75 46.5
22.5 450 . 22.4 448. 96.0 1920. 43.0 11.70 44.6
SINGLE PHASE - (Neutral to line)
20
e
c
cor-
rected
ic
Z f
8.0 160. 5.2 5.6 1.2 30.8 60
12.0 240. 9.7 10.2 1.9 23.6 a.
16.5 330. 14.0 14.4 2.7 22.4
21.5 430. 19.6 19.8 3.6 21.7
25.5 510. 24.1 24.0 4.3 21.25
30.0 600 28.4 28.1 5.2 21.4
b c33.0 660. 32.5 32.0 5.8 20.6
38.5 770. 40.0 39.1 7.0 19.3
42.0 840. 45.3 44.2 7.8 19.0
Values of e,. and e^ taken from No Load Saturation Curve
c ac
See Curve Sheet No. 6, 7, 8.

U. OF I. S. FORM 3

20
6.0
8.5
10.6
14.5
20.6
29.7
55.0
69.2
76.2
87.0
92.0
99.0
101.7
109.5
115.8
122.0
126.2
CURTIS TURBO-GENERATOR
A.T.B. 2 - 125 - 3600 - 2300
7. SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE.
SINGLE PHASE - (Line to line) .
e
ac
120.
170.
212.
290.
412.
594.
1100.
1384.
1524
.
1740.
1840.
1980.
2034.
2190.
2316.
2440.
2524 .
® AC iac i,j uJ f Z
cor
.
cor
.
118. 1.50 1.46 0.55 0.55 61. 80.7
167. 2.08 2.05 0.80 0.80 it 72.0
208. 3.00 2.97 1.00 1.00 it 70.2
285. 4.00 3.99 1.40 1.40 tt 71.5
405. 5.00 5.00 2.10 2.10 n 81.0
584 . 10.0 10.2 2.95 2.93 n 57.7
1092. 19.9 19.3 5.60 5.56 it 56.0
1323. 25.7 20.5 7.30 7.25 tt 52.0
1490. 29.6 29.3 8.30 8.25 ft 51.0
1740. '6.0 35.8 10.05 10.0 60. 48.5
1840. 39.5 39.4 11.0 10.9 tf 46.5
1980. 45.7 45.7 12.5 12.4 tt 44.1
2034. 49.1 48.3 13.2 13.1 ft 42.1
2190 . 57.5 56.7 15.1 15.0 tt 38.6
2316. 66.0 65.2 17.0 16.9 tt 35.8
2440. 75.0 74.2 19.1 19.0 ff 32.9
2540. 82.3 81.2 20.7 20.6 31.1
See Curve Sheet No. 6, 7, 8.
a
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CURTIS TURBO-GENERATOR
A.T.B. 3 - 125 - 3600 - 2300
8. SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE.
THREE-PHASE.
2U
16.0
38.0
47.5
64.0
71.7
75.0
84.5
91.6
99.0
102.4
106.0
109.0
92.5
109.5
113.0
117.0
117.8
119.5
320.
760.
950.
1280.
1434.
1500.
1690.
1832
.
1980.
2048.
2120.
2180.
1850.
2190.
2260.
2340.
2356
2390.
4.0
9.0
11.4
15.2
17.5
18.6
21.9
25.2
29.0
30.9
32.9
35.1
25.8
35.7
38.1
41.6
42.1
43.8
1.58
3.85
4.80
6.60
7.60
8.05
9.50
10.85
12.40
13.20
14.05
14.90
11.00
15.00
16.00
17.30
17.50
18.10
z
80.0
84.4
83.4
84.2
82.0
80.7
77.2
72.7
68.3
66.5
64.5
62.2
71.8
61.4
59.3
56.3
55.8
54.5
Values of a. taken from No Load Saturation Curve,ac
See Curve Sheet No. 6, 7, 8
a
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CURTIS TURBO -GENERATOR.
A.T.B. 2 - 125 - 3600 - 2300
9. SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE - THREE PHASE
20
read.
©tf c
zo\
cor .for
frequency
6ac
read. cor.
if
read
.
•
cor.
f z
8 .0 7.87 157 .4 1 .35 1.313 .75 .74 61
.
120
.
9.0 8.85 117.0 1.55 1 .515 .85 .84 H 117
11 .0 10 .82 266 .4 1.95 1 .92 1 .05 1 .04 ft 113 .
13.5 13 .28 265 .6 2.55 2.52 1 .3 1 .28 M 105 .4
15.5 15 .23 304.6 3 .00 2 .97 1 .5 1 .48 M 102 .6
17 .5 17 .20 344 .0 3.50 3.48 1 .7 1 .68 Tf 98 .8
20.0 19.2 384 .0 4.05 4.04 2.0 1 .97 ftTT 95 .0
23 .0 22.6 452.0 4.925 4.92 2.3 2.27 TT 91 .8
45 .0 44.3 886 .0 10 .50 10.7 4.6 4.56 MTT 82 .8
55.0 54 .1 1082. 12.75 12.9 5.6 5.56 MTT 83.8
64.5 63.5 1270
.
15 .30 15.38 6 .7 6 .66 TT 82.4
79.0 77 .7 1554 20 .00 19 .94 8.7 8 .65 MTT 78.0
91.5 90 .0 1800 25.0 24 .8 10 .9 10 .83 MTT 72.6
98.8 97.3 1946 . 29 .0 28.7 12.45 12.37 MTT 67.8
108.6 106.7 2134 34.6 34.4 14.85 14.76 IT 62.2
115.3 113.4 2268. 40.0 29.95 16.8 16.70 n 57.0
121.0 119.0 2380. 46.0 45.92 18.7 18.60 51.8
125.6 123.4 2468. 50.0 49.92 29.4 20.28 « 49.5
130.1 128.0 2560. 55.2 54.4 22.3 22.17 tt 47.0
134.0 134.0 2680. 60.0 59.2 24.0 23.85 fi 45.3
137.5 133.5 2750. 65.2 64.4 25.8 25.64 tt 42.7
141.3 141.3 2826. 70.8 70.0 27.9 22.72 n 40.4
143.3 143.3 2866. 74.0 73.2 29.2 29.0 tt 39.2
146.4 146.4 2928. 80.0 79.2 31.3 31.1 tt 37.0
149.0 149.0 2900. 85.5 84.5 33.4 33.2 tt 35.3
150.8 150.8 3016. 90.0 88.8 35.0 34.8 tt 33.9
See Curve Sheet No. 6,7,8.
a
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II.
FUNDAMENTAL THEORY .
3* Circuit with Resiatance Only . If it were possible to impress an
alternating electromotive force upon a circuit of zero inductance
and zero capacity, but containing a resistance, r, the current, i Q ,
would instantly assume its normal or permanent value without inter-
mediate or transient effect. The current flowing in the circuit at
EQ sin-©
any instant would be i Q =
~
.
4. Inductive Circuit without Resistance and without Iron . If a sine
wave of e.m.f . was impressed upon an inductive circuit without iron
and without resistance, then the condition would be very different.
Let Fig. 1 represent such a circuit with reactance, x, and with
voltage, EQ sin-©-, impressed. The phase relations of eQ , induced
or counter e.m.f. iQx, current iQ and flux <p are shown in Fig. 2.
It is important to note that iQ and 4> are exactly in phase with
each other but 90 in time-phase behind the impressed e.m.f. This
means that zero values of current and flux occur at the instant of
maximum values of impressed and induced e.m.f .a.
With the circuit open at A no current flows but the cir-
cuit is charged at normal potential. Close the circuit at A at the
instant of maximum positive value of impressed e.m.f. - which in
this case i3 also the maximum negative value of induced e.m.f., cor-
responding to zero value of current and flux, Fig. 2. It is evi-
dent that there will be no momentary rush of current, i.e., the
current immediately assumes its normal value.
rith the circuit open at A but charged at normal poten-
tial, close it again, but this time at the instant of zero value of
:
^

impressed e.m.f. decreasing toward its negative maximum value. The
current at thi3 instant, i.e., immediately before closure of the
switch, is zero but should, under normal closed circuit condition,
be at its maximum value (as shown in Pig. 2) decreasing toward ze-
ro value. The flux, being proportional to the current and in phase
with it, is also zero at this instant but would normally be at its
maximum value. This means that on suddenly closing the switch at
time-phase angle fr (Figs. 2 and 3) the flux must change from $ to
2 fl in positive direction during the time interval between tr and
21Tin order to produce the induced or counter e.m.f. wave, i x,
during that interval.
Since, theoretically, there is no resistance in the cir-
cuit to reduce the counter e.rn.f., the current wave will continue
to pulsate in the manner shown in Fig. 3 as long as the circuit re-
mains closed, with constant voltage impressed. The maximum value
of current is 2 I Q corresponding with maximum value of flux, 2
The effective value of current for the condition of Fig. 3 is the
same a3 the effective value of current for the condition of Fig. 2
in which i = e/x.
It is evident that no intermediate transient effect is
produced, no matter at what instant the circuit is closed, since
flux and current waves assume their normal condition with respect
to time of closure. Tere the circuit closed at some point between
zero and maximum values of e.m.f., for instance at time or ^
= 135°, the current would at this instant have a positive value of
iQ = I Q sin 45° = 0.707 I Q . Since the maximum change of current
must be equal to 2 I Q to correspond with a change of flux of 2 $,
the negative maximum value of current in this case would be 2 I Q -
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0.707 I Q = 1.293 I Q . This condition is shown by Pig. 4. It will
be noticed that there no transient efrect, i.e., no transition per-
iod, ensues from the moment of closing the switch at time 7^/4.
5. Inductive Circuit with Resistance But without Iron . When a resist-
ance, r, is introduced into the circuit, however, an important
change takes place. Since there is no iron in the circuit, the
flux <t> is still in phase with the current. Figs. 5 and « represent
respectively the circuit and phase relations of impressed e.m.f.,
eQ , induced e.m.f., i Qx, flux 4> , and current, iQ .
The introduction of resistance brings the flux and cur-
rent more nearly into phase with the impressed e.m.f. The induced
e.m.f., iQx, instead of being in exact opposition to the impressed
e.m.f. is now displaced in phase by the resistance. It is import-
ant to remember this in connection with further discussions.
If the circuit of Pig. 5, with an alternating impressed
e.m.f., is closed at zero value of the normal current wave, no mo-
mentary rush of current takes place but the current wave immediate-
ly assumes its normal closed circuit condition with no transition
period.
If, however, the circuit is closed at the instant of max-
imum value of the normal current wave, that Is, at zero value of
induced e.m.f., a momentary rush of current ensues followed by a
transition period which continues until the normal adjustment of
current to the new condition is effected. Theoretically the trans-
ient effect continues for infinite time but practically, the perma-
nent value of current is reached in a fraction of a second,- the
time interval depending upon the relative values of r and x in the
circuit.

The effect of introducing resistance into the circuit is
illustrated by Pig. 7 in which iQ is the normal or permanent cur-
rent wave, i, is the current wave with theoretical condition of r =
0, and ±z is the current wave with certain values of r and x in the
circuit. Note that with zero resistance no transient occurs, but
the current reaches a maximum value of IQ = 2 iQ , or twice normal
maximum at the end of the first half cycle and decreases during the
next half cycle to zero value, repeating this cycle as long as the
conditions remain the same. The short circuit characteristic for
this condition is a straight line drawn through the points, a,
,
a2 ,
and a
3 .
Resistance reduces the maximum value of current at the end
of the first half cycle, i.e., at time7r, to something less than
2 iQ , i.e., to a value 2 iQ - a, b, , or I - a, b, . During the next
half cycle the current wave crosses the zero line OX, to a positive
value. It is thus seen to be approaching the position of the nor-
mal current wave, i . At time 37T, the negative maximum value of
current is 2 L - a„ b and at time 5*t, the current has reached theo Z I *
value 2 iQ - a b3 = iQ , which is its normal or permanent value. If
the value of r is increased, or the value of x decreased, the cur-
rent reaches its permanent value at some time earlier than 5 it. It
is therefore evident that the time period, or time interval, of the
transient depends primarily upon the relative values of r and x, or
their ratio r/x.
6 * Exponential Equation for Dying Away of Current . The short circuit
characteristic or exponential curve drawn through points b, b^ b ?
is expressed by the logarithmic or exponential equation

u. or i. 8. b. form a

in which ^ = 2 1t ft, counted from the moment of closing the circuit
and Z - ]4*2 «f (27T fL) 2 = |4*2 -f- x2 . Equation (l) may be expressed as
I (2)
-ft
or, l
=I° C (3)
in which t is the time in seconds, or fraction of a second, after
closing the switch. The exponent f is usually designated the time
Li
constant of the circuit.
Under conditions heretofore assumed it has been shown
that in any circuit of constant self inductance i.e. in a circuit
without iron, the alternating e.m.f . must be impressed at the in-
stant of zero value of the normal current wave in order to avoid
a monentary rush of current considerably in excess of normal, fol-
lowed by a transient period which persists until the current has
reached normal value. The discussion so far has been principally
confined to the behavior of the current but it should be kept in
mind that, at the moment of short circuit, the impressed e.ra.f.
drops practically to zero i.e. it is consumed by the counter e.m.f.
(ir) of resistance and the counter e.m.f. (ix) of self-inductive
reactance. The latter also increases, at the moment of short cir-
cuit, to a maximum value and then decreases (along an exponential
curve) with the current to normal or permanent value. However,
this discussion will be confined chiefly to a consideration of the
behavior of current in inductive circuits under short circuit con-
ditions .
7. Effect Produced by Iron in the Magnetic Circuit . When an iron
core inductance is present in the circuit the conditions are more
complicated owing to the fact that L no longer remains constant but
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varies with the permeability, u, of the iron^ and the flux wave is
not necessarily in phase with the current wave.
If the reactance of an iron core inductance is measured
with ammeter and voltmeter under the conditions of a constant im-
pressed sinusoidal e.m.f. of constant frequency it is found that
the reactance of the circuit varies with the current. As the ex-
citing current is increased from a very low value to higher values,
the permeability and reactance increases with the exciting current
up to a certain value. As the exciting current is still further
increased, the permeability and reactance decrease until at the
point of complete saturation of the iron, permeability and react-
ance become practically constant regardless of further increase of
exciting current. This condition is shown by CuTve Sheet Nos. 3f 3&.
The fact, that with an iron core inductance, the flux
wave is not in phase with the current wave is shown Curve 11 in
which the instantaneous values of flux <t> and current i Q are platted
from the magnetic cycle of the iron core of a transformer. It will
be seen that with zero value of exciting current are two values of
flux, one positive value and one negative value. The exciting cur-
rent iQ is therefore made up of two components, i the magnetizing
current which is in phase with the flux
<J>
, and i^ which is in phase
with the counter e.m.f . of self-inductance and in quadrature with
the flux.
It will be seen that if a sine wave of e.m.f. 13 im-
pressed upon an inductive circuit (such as represented by Fig. la
and 10) at zero value of normal exciting current, the flux is not
zero (unless the iron has been completely demagnetized) but may
have a value as high as approximately 0.7 I maximum. On closing
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the switch, a sudden rush of current of several times normal value
will result, followed by a transient current which decreases to the
normal value of exciting current in an interval of time depending
upon the ratio r/L.
Assume that the circuit of Fig. 10 has been opened at A
leaving the iron core of the transformer magnetized to a positive
value of flux represented by 0C. If now the circuit is closed at
the point on the wave of impressed e.m.f . at which the permanent
flux wave 4> has its maximum negative value - $, during the next
half wave of impressed e.m.f., the flux must change from - $ to+ £>,
or the amount 2 in order to generate the required induced or
counter e.m.f., i^x. The total value of flux, neglecting resist-
ance, would then be 2 <E>+0C, or approximately 2.7 <£,- a high degree
of saturation requiring an abnormal exciting current of many times
normal maximum value. However, under actual working conditions the
flux would never reach this value for the reason that the exciting
current is limited by the resistance; or in other words, the count-
er e.m.f. of self-inductance is reduced by the ir drop.
It is therefore apparent, that with the condition of rema-
nent magnetism in an inductive circuit, there is no point on the
wave of impressed e.m.f. at which the circuit may be closed without
causing a transient effect. At zero value of current value of cur-
rent the flux has either a positive or negative value, and at zero
value of flux, the current has either a positive or a negative val-
ue. The minimum transient effect is produced if the circuit is
closed at zero value of the flux waveband at this instant the
counter e.m.f. has its maximum value; not so the impressed e.m.f.
7
though practically so if the effective resistance in the circuit is

negligibly small compared with the self-inductive reactance.
Consider now the same transformer circuit but with closed
or "short circuited" secondary as shown in Fig. 8. We have now a
mutual inductive circuit through the es-
tablishment of current in the secondary
winding of the transformer. The abnormal
rush of current in the short circuited
F/6.8
secondary winding is accompanied by an abnormal rush of current in
the primary circuit when the switch at A is closed. The result
would be the same were the circuit closed at B. The current in
both primary and secondary circuits is limited by the resistance
and mutual inductance of the coils, as well as the self-inductance
of each circuit.
A step further would lead to the still more complex con-
sideration of transmission system complete as shown by Pig. S in-
volving distributed inductance and capacity, but a3 this is not in-
Y
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eluded in the scope of this thesis, we shall return to the more
special consideration of the phenomena attending the short circuit
of an alternating current generator at its terminals.
Current in an Inductive Circuit When an Alternating E.M.F. Is Im-
posed . An alternator running on open circuit, with its field ex-
cited by direct current, generates an electromotive force, e, at
its terminals. No current flows through the armature winding be-
cause the resistance, r, between the terminals is practically of
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infinite value. For this condition we have the relation
. En sin-d-
i r-. e/r = or, i = —
If the armature terminals are suddenly short circuited^
the ohmic resistance, r, is decreased from infinite value to prac-
tically zero value and the relation
i = e/r (1)
no longer holds, for the short circuit current is now limited by
the impedance Z of the circuit. It has also been pointed out (Chap
ter II) that the momentary rush of current on closing an inductive
circuit upon which an alternating e.m.f . is impressed, depends not
only upon the impedance of the circuit but also upon the time-phase
or point on the wave of impressed e.ra.f. at which the circuit is
closed. If the effective resistance of the armature winding is
negligibly small as compared with its reactance, the maximum value
of short circuit current will occur if the circuit is closed at the
moment when the impressed e.m.f. is zero, or at the moment when the
normal current wave would be at its maximum. The maximum value of
short circuit current is then
Io = E /X (2)
but if r is not negligible
I = Eo/z < 5 >
The fundamental equation of an alternating circuit con-
taining resistance and inductance only is
9Q = iQR + L ^2. (4)dt
in which eG EQ sir-^, if a sine wave is considered. The instan-
taneous value of current
E sin^e- - L(di /dt) . .
io - (5)
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or, EQ/L sin -e- dt = cli + R/L iQdt (6)
This equation must be integrated in order to obtain the
value of i Q . Let uv = iQ and diQ = udv-f-vdu.
then, u(Rvdt/L+ dv) + vdu = Eq/l sin -e- dt (7)
assuming a value for v such that
Rvdt/L + dv
log v = - Rt/L + log A 1
therefore, v = A*E
from (7) vdu = EQ/L sin & dt
and du = -gr £ X
u = A" + l/A\fg~^ t ~ sin -e-dt
making A , A ft= A
i = uv
or j i =
= £ [A+fl ^ Si/2 ^tftj
As sxnodt (s)
r -f *integrating / £ sin -e-dt by parts, letting
sin = y and £ *• dt = dx
/ ft
then, x =s "Brf> and dy = cos-e- c/©
but =cc» t and d © = ct> dt
,
dy = uj cos cu tdt
^ydx = xy - ^xdy = ^y^f^sin O dt
=
J
fct'*~
t
sin<*t-J*±e£ t ccs cat dt (9)
ch reduces to/ff *5j;j * - £g£*SlJ2 ^t^fcu^fs^Smcutdt^c)
transposing and substituting S- fort** t,
j^Jf^^n^dt^^fe^ t(^- sin ^-ca ccs ^) (u
)
whi
\
and
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substituting (11) in equation (8) we have
lc = At L + L[(*j*+co*] (T: S]ne -^ CoS *) <J Z )
this may be put in the form
l 6 = Az
L
+ j 7j= - ,„J; sin cose
we know that
substituting the values of sin Y and cos Y in (13) we have
l
c
s At + jjTjfk—-.(sm&ccs r- sin r cos*) (js)
in which Y is the angle of lag of the current behind the im-
pressed e.m.f.
Since the current is zero at the moment of closing the
switch, or at the moment of impressing an e.m.f. on the circuit,
equation (17) may be written
At -§-* sin r) = o (28)
then 4» gTT*' gmfa- t) fag)
in which
-6) is the phase of the e.m.f. Eq at the moment it is im-
pressed upon the circuit and t, is the time of closing the circuit.
Substituting the value of A in the equation (17) we obtain
8/.
>{sm(+-Y)-i Jsin(*,-t)] (2 c)
This equation may also be written
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h~ ^[sin(o-r)- t r ' $in(e,~r) (zi)
where x = 2 7TfL, exponential •& = 2 ft, exponential ^ =27Fft
The permanent term in the above equation is
EQ/Z sin - Y ) (22)
The transient terra, and it is the one with which we are chiefly
concerned in studying the short circuit phenomena of alternating
current circuits, is
-ff £ sm(&,-r) (2 3)
This transient terra is a maximum if the circuit is closed at the
moment when the permanent value of current should be a maximum,
i.e., at the moment whenf^,- If)- 90°
f
or sin (&, — X ) = 1
For this condition l c = v g (2 4)
or simply "3F~ & ^)
in which & is the time interval expressed in radians from the time
of closing the circuit.
10. The Short Circuit of an Alternator . In dealing with short circuit
of alternators it is not necessary to consider the effect of rema-
nent magnetism, as in the case of the transformer with its practi-
cally closed magnetic circuit. The alternator with its rotating
field, or rotating armature as the case may be, has a large air gap
as compared with the transformer and a larger leakage reactance.
For all practical purposes, therefore, the armature momentary short
circuit current is limited only by the self-inductive impedance, Z,
of the armature winding. The latter statement should, however, be
qualified by another to the effect that were the the same armature
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winding not imbedded in an iron core, the value of the self-induct-
ive reactance X^and consequently Z^would be much smaller; hence the
armature short circuit current would be greater.
The factor which limits the short circuit current of the
armature to its final or permanent value is the synchronous react-
ance XQ which is made up of the armature self-inductive reactance
X, and the equivalent reactance of armature reaction X 2 . The arma-
o
ture short circuit current, being almost 90 behind the generated
e.ra.f., sets up a magnetomotive force almost in direct opposition
to the generator field magnetomotive force, which causes the arma-
ture current to assume its normal or permanent short circuit value
very quickly.
At the moment of short circuit the armature current al-
most instantly assumes its maximum value and at the same time the
armature m.m.f . opposes the generator field m.m.f . However the
generator field flux cannot change instantaneously but decreases at
such a rate that the e.ra.f. generated in the field coils actually
increases the field current (see short circuit oscillograms). At
the moment of short circuit, therefore, the armature current is lim-
ited only by the self-inductive reactance of the armature winding,
the resistance r being negligibly small. Therefore, at the moment
of short circuit I Q = EQ/x t apnroximately . Prom the moment of
short circuit the generated e.ra.f. and field flux gradually decrease
and the armature current reaches the permanent short circuit value
of
_Eo EQ
x x
(+ X^
in which XQ is the value of synchronous reactance. It will be seen
that I A = XQ/X = (X; + X2 )/x , which relation is also proved by
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the oscillograph records.
As pointed out in the preliminary oscillograph records
of the 125 K.V.A. alternator, the armature reaction of a single-
phase machine, or that of a polyphase machine operating single
-
phase, pulsates with double frequency and therefore causes a double
frequency pulsation of the field current. When a single phase al-
ternator is short circuited, this double frequency pulsation of the
field current does not disappear with the disappearance of the
transient term of armature and field but persists for some time.
This phenomena is clearly shown by the accompanying oscillograms of
single-phase short circuits.
It will be seen that the calculation of the transient
terms of field and armature current in the case of the short cir-
cuit of an alternator is much more complicated than that of the simj
pie inductive circuit with an alternating e.ra.f . suddenly impressed
since the former involves mutual inductance between the armature
and field windings, i.e., there is a transformation ratio between
armature and field which should enter into the formula for the cal-
culation of the instantaneous armature short circuit current.
Steinmetz 1 has stated that the value of field current of
polyphase alternator at the moment of short circuit is
If = ii +i j, (g 7)
at any time after short circuit it is
in which the exponential term £ expresses the rate of dying away
of the field current from maximum value at the moment of short
circuit to normal value 1^. However formula (27) does not give val
1. Transient Electric Phenomena and Oscillations, p. 206
.
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ues of ICf which agree with the exponential values obtained, if a
constant value of field reactance X is assumed; since the latter
varies with the field current. This fact makes the calculation of
transient field current on short circuit very complicated and the
writer has to confess that he has not been able to get satisfactory
results which agree with the experimental values.
Steinmetz1 gives as the maximum value of armature current
on short circuit for both single-phase and polyphase machines
in which kt is the ratio of transformation between armature and
field winding and may be expressed for an alternator with n^ phases
in which n is the number of field turns per pole and n, is the num
ber of armature turns per pole and phase. The value of kt given by
this formula must be multiplied by a factor depending upon the dis-
tribution of armature and field windings.
The value of armature short circuit current at any time
,
after closing the circuit is given"1" as
Mr. H. R. Woodrow" has developed the following general
equation for the armature short circuit current of an alternator
at zero load.
1. Steinmetz, Transient Electric Phenomena and Oscillations, p. 208
2. M. S., University of Illinois, 1911.
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in which
EQ = maximum value of generated e.m.f. on open circuit.
= 2Tfft, or time angle in radians counted from the point of
closing the circuit.
X^ = reactance of generator field due to flux interlinking with
the armature after short circuit, as compared with the
field reactance XQ due to the field flux interlinked with
the armature before short circuit.
= the reactance of the field due to the leakage flux, or the
field flux which does not interlink with the armature and
which includes all external reactance in the field circuit.
-Q- a time in electrical degrees counted from zero value of e.m.f
before the circuit is closed.
dj = phase angle of generated voltage at time of closing the cir
cuit
.
-/ yY = tan = lag of current behind e.m.f.
X
Formula (31) uses the value of field reactance XQ here
again as though it were a constant quantity, but it is evident that
it is a certain value before short circuit, a different value imme-
diately after short circuity and has a final or permanent short cir-
cuit value after all conditions have become stable. It will be
seen that equation (32) takes into consideration the varying values
of field reactance from the moment of short circuit until final
permanent short circuit condition is reached. Immediately after
short circuit, the leakage reactance X^. of the field opposes the
building up of the generator field current i^ until the latter has
reached its maximum value 1^ . From this point on, the leakage re-
actance X, tends to hold the field current up to its maximum value.

In equation (32) Mr. Woodrow has reduced this field leakage X^ to
armature reactance by multiplying it by transformation ratio
The term —^5— appears in equation (32). Since the per-
manent short circuit current, i = E,/X (in which E is the voltage
generated in the armature under short circuit), we have the rela-
tion E, EQ
X, x, + x x
hence, E, = EQ ^^
Since the generated voltage is proportional to the flux
interlinked with the armature, it is equal to a constant C times
the permanence PQ ,
that is EQ = PQC and E = P^C
Mr. Woodrow has shown experimentally that the relation ex
pressed by equation (34) is true and that the flux in the generator
field dies down according to £ x'c instead of £ . "The field
of the alternator was shunted by a resistance as shown in the dia-
gram, (Fig.Jtf ), and oscillograph records taken of the current as
it died away in the field when the applied voltage was removed."
%To OsciHo a raj) h
Field
Fig. io
Curve A shows the dying away of the field current with the alterna-
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tor on open circuit; Curve B, the same with the alternator on short
circuit. The time calibration was the same in both cases. "The
machine was a three-phase Y connected alternator with the following
constants: X
;
= 0.908 ohms, = 3.2 ohms, x
o
= 1552 ohms, r, = 0.3
ohms, X'n = Xn = 344.5 ohms. It Is thus seen that the ra-
X, + X*
tioi^ X / X f = 4.5, i.e., the time constant L/R of the field cur-^
with the alternator running on open circuit was approximately 4.5
its time constant for the short circuit condition; showing the
marked effect of the opposing m.m.f . of the armature short circuit
current upon the field m.m.f. and proving that the value X' should
be used instead of XQ in the calculations of armature short circuit
current and field current on short circuit.
An examination of the short circuit oscillograms taken on
the 125 K.V.A. alternator as a polyphase machine shows that the max-
imum value of field current occurs at time TV after closing the cir-
cuit; hence the time7f must elapse before the change of field react-
ance from XQ to X' is effected.
The real difficulty in calculating the short circuit cur-
rent of an alternator under all conditions lies in determining accu-
rately the value of armature and field reactances, X and XQ re-
spectively. Vie know that
X = 2 7TfL
but L varies with the permeability of the iron of the magnetic cir-
cuit and the permeability varies with the current', other things be-
ing constant; hence X is not a constant quantity for an inductive
circuit containing iron.
The common method of measuring impedance of a coil or any
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inductive circuit is to pass a known current through the circuit
and measure the drop across it. The value e/i is taken as the im-
pedance. If the circuit contains iron, it is apparent that the im-
pedance is not constant for different values of current.
A permeability curve is plotted (see Curve Sheet No. 3**-)
using values of field current and terminal e.m.f. from the open
circuit saturation characteristic of the generator. The familiar
formula for permeability is
= b/h
and in the usual permeability curve values of H (the magnetizing
force in ampere turns) are plotted as abscissae and values of/^
,
or B/H, as ordinates. Curve Sheet No.3<2 simply shows values of am-
peres field, i^ , as abscissae and values of e/i as ordinates.
On Curve Sheet No. 5 are plotted values of current la and
impedance Z = e/i of the armature winding^ between neutral and out-
side terminal (see Data Sheet No. 3 )• Note the similarity of the
relation
/a, = B/H or k/u, = e/i^_
and Z = e/i
in the former^ varies with the exciting current in the field wind-
ing and in the latter Z varies with the exciting current in the ar-
mature winding. The exciting current i^ of the generator field may
be increased to a point where further increase produces little or
no perceptible decrease of permeability, i.e., the permeability be-
comes practically constant when the iron of the magnetic circuit
becomes completely saturated.
Likewise in measuring the impedance of the armature wind-
ing, or any circuit containing iron, the impedance decreases as the
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current is increased until a point is reached where the impedance
remains practically constant even though^be further increased.
The minimum value of impedance is therefore reached at the minimum
value of permeability or completely saturated condition of. the iron
The only reliable way in which to determine the impedance
of the armature winding of an alternator by direct measurement is
to remove the rotor and pass a sufficiently high value of current
through the armature to give the minimum, or as near as possible
the minimum value of impedance. If the current can be increased
sufficiently to a point where large increments of current are re-
quired to produce further decrease in values of Z, the minimum val-
ue of Z may be closely estimated. This method may often be used ev-
en when it is impossible to remove the rotor of the machine.
Oscillogram No. 17 shows the momentary rush of current on
short circuit, single-phase, neutral to line, with an impressed
e.m.f . e = 764 or EQ = 1080.3 (neutral to line) at a point on the
e.m.f . wave midway between maximum and zero values but approaching
zero value. The momentary value of short circuit current under
this condition was 480 amperes. This gives an apparent value for Z
of 1080,3/480 = 2.25 ohms. Had the short circuit occurred at zero
value of impressed e.m.f., IQ would have been much greater and Z
might have been considerably less than 2.25 ohms. This shows the
importance of determining the minimum value of impedance which lim-
its the rush of current under the extreme condition of short cir-
cuit at, or near, the zero point on the wave of impressed e.m.f.
The designing engineer must be able to predetermine with
a fair degree of accuracy, this minimum value of armature impedance
of an alternator before a requisition is given for its manufacture.

The well known formula for calculation of reactance is
x sb 2 7TfL
but the real problem is to determine L, the coefficient of self -in-
ductance in henries^ which depends upon several factors; namely, the
number of armature slots and conductors per slot per phase in the
iron, the size, shape, and length of these slots, and the free
length of armature conductor not imbedded in the slots. Fig._13
gives the dimensions of slots and teeth of the iron of both arma-
ture and revolving field.
Neglecting the reluctance of the iron which may be con-
sidered negligible for all practical purposes, it is well known tha^
or for unit area expressed in flux per sq. inch
$ ss ?*2 NIa
1
For path 1 $, 3 * 2 lTIA— per inch
/ (SO
For path 2 $ = 3 * 2 NIG—
2.
For path 3 <fc=
J
3.2 NIH
3 C
For path 4 <P = NID—4
B
For path 5 <fr = T" 2 NIE
5 3 B
<^ is determined by integration. Across an element, dx,
s
of the space occupied by the conductors the magnetomotive force re-
quired is
m.m.f . = NIX/E
then the flux across the element dx = " * 2 ^—
2V
I
55"
the equivalent flux across element dx = NI * - ^ -H E BE
or
3.2 NI x2dx
then
or.
E%
r3.2 Nlx'dx
_ 3.2 NI x <
o
E B 3 e"^F
_
3.2 NIK
->
'
a 3 B
the total flux, $ = 4>, + <Pt + 4>z + 4>4 + ^
then L = 3.2 N2 g 1 x 10"
8
in which 1 is the length of the armature core parallel with the
shaft. This value of L is true only for an alternator with but one
slot per pole per phase. With one having s slots per phase, or s/2
slots per pole and phase
L
k being the factor introduced for a distributed winding, taken in
this case as 1.7
then x = 27T/X 3.2 N2g 1 s k x 10~8 (2 5")
Fqr the K.V.A. turbo-alternator under test we have the
following values pertaining to the armature (see Fig.il )
Fi»U Field
=3.2 N2g 1 s k x 10~8
.312.
"
J.S73
-.S77-
|-—.638
—
^
~7
—^-187
12 z
Fig. 11

5*6
A _ 0.638 _ n c-qo D _ 0.086 „ .
G
=
0.312 _E 1.573
= q08
I = °>19^ = o 295
C 0.632 "•^o
g = 0.592 + 0.227 + 0.295 + 0.149 + 0.908 = 2.17
Adding 20$ to the value of g = 2.17 to allow for the reactance of
the end turns which are not imbedded in the iron core of the arma-
ture gives a value g = 2.60. The net length of armature core 1 =
8.875", number of armature conductors per slot = 20, number of slot
per phase = 12, therefore the armature self-inductive reactance at
normal frequency of 60 cycles,
x s 2 x 3.1416 x 60 x 3.2 x 202 x 2.6 x 8.875 x 12 x 1.7 x 10~8 = 2.30
I
For a frequency of 60,8 at which the short circuit tests were made
x, - 2.33 ohms.
For the leakage reactance of the alternator field we have
A
-
0.991 _ 0.981
_ , ots D _ 0.0625 _ n nq , fi
2 G ~ 0.624+ 0.156 " 0.78 B 0.765 ".uoxo.
G 0.312 ^
_J_ = 2.1875 = Q q5?
I " 1.746 " O- 1?9 - 2.295
H
_
0.3125
_ R
C ~ 0.8275 u ^' s
In the above G is increased 20$, thus 2 G = 0.78
then, g = 1.26
-f 0.179 f 0.379 + 0.0816 + 0.952 = 2.85.
Adding 20$ for that part of the field winding not imbedded in the
slots, g = 3.42
then, x' = 2 x 3.1416 x 60 X 3.2 x 822 x 3.42 x 8.875 x 20 x 2 x 10"8 = 98
The factor k = 2 is used in formula (3,5*) to allow for the reactance
produced by the stray flux through the air gap
It will be seen that these values of armature and field
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reactance are more or less empirical and may sometimes not be with-
in 5% of the correct values. This.shoxvs the advisability of making
actual short circuit tests at not more than half normal voltage, or
as low as 25^ normal voltage (to be on the safe side), taking one
or more oscillograph records to determine the actual armature re-
actance as a check on the calculated value.
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III.
OSCILLOGRAPH RECORDS .
10. Oscillograph Records of Normal No Load and Load Conditions . Be-
fore taking up the discussion of the oscillograms of the short cir-
cuit tests made on the 125 K.V.A. alternator, the writer wishes to
submit and briefly discuss a number of oscillograms showing what
takes place in the armature and field circuit of this machine under
ordinary conditions of testing and operation. A study of No. 3 os-
cillogram, which is a record of instantaneous values of terminal
e.m.f.(line to line) on open circuit at normal frequency of 60~and
normal no load field excitation, reveals the presence of higher har-
monics to the order of the 35th and possible the 37th. This is due
to the slot frequency of the armature, the coils of which are wound
in 36 slots. No pulsation of the field current is apparent on open
circuit
.
Compare oscillograms 2a, 2b and 3. Note the absence of
higher harmonics in the loaded phase or phases. This is true wheth-
er the load is inductive (oscillogram No. la) or non-inductive (os-
cillogram 2a) for the reason that the inductive reactance of the ar-
mature coils smooths out the higher harmonics. In thi3 case, the
35th harmonics are practically eliminated by the high reactance due
to the high frequency of 2130~ per second. Note that with both
single-phase and three-phase non-inductive load, the higher harmon-
ics are present on the voltage waves as they were under open cir-
cuit conditions and there is apparently no distortion in either
case. An examination of oscillogram lb, which is a record of sing-
le-phase (line to line) short circuit current and terminal e.m.f.
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on one of the open phases, reveals a pronounced distortion in both
e.m.f. and current waves. The e.ra.f. wave apparently has a dis-
placed 3rd harmonic and a 5th harmonic, as well as the 35th har-
monic superimposed upon the fundamental. The prevalence of the 3rd
harmonic in both e.m.f. and current waves is due to the double fre-
quency pulsation of the field current.
Note that the pulsation of the field current on single-
phase permanent short circuit is very pronounced. The frequency of
the armature current in this instance was approximately 61^ ", hence
the frequency of pulsation of the field current was 122 cycles.
Before passing from oscillogram 2a, note the phase displacement of
the distorted e.ra.f. wave, due to the armature reaction of the
short circuited phase. The armature current lagging almost 90° be-
hind the generated e.m.f. set3 up a magnetomotive force directly
opposed to the field magnetomotive force.
A critical examination of oscillogram la reveals a slight
pulsation of field current of double frequency even under the condi-
tion of balanced three-phase permanent short circuit. This is due
to the fact that the synchronous reactance, or impedance, is not
constant during one revolution of the revolving field. There is
one value of synchronous reactance when the armature conductors are
directly under the field poles and another value of synchronous re-
o
actance when they are 90 from the center line of the field poles,
i.e., when the armature conductors are midway between the poles.
Thin will be clear from an examination of curve sheet No. 4- which
shows the variation of stationary impedance for different positions
of the armature conductors with reference to the field, or vice
versa. The impedance varies as much as 3$, being a maximum midway
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No. la Oscillogram.
SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE, THREE-PHASE
.
Amperes field, 1 = 13.0
Amperes armature, iab = 31.0
Amperes armature, maximum I b = 43.8
Frequency of armature current per second = 60
Frequency of field pulsations per second m 60
See Data Sheet No. 8 , Curve Sheet No. 6, 7,8.

No. lb Oscillogram,
SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE. SINGLE-PHASE (Line to line)
Amperes field, i^ 8.55
Amperes field, maximum, 1^ 9.22
Amperes armature, l
a/> 30.8
Amperes armature, maximum, Iab 43.5
Terminal e.m.f . eAc 344.0
Terminal e.m.f., maximum, E6c 487.0
Frequency of armature current, per second ... 60
Frequency of field pulsations
,
per second . . . 120
See Data Sheet No. 7 , Curve Sheet No. 6, 7,8.

No. 2a Oscillogram
NON-INDUCTIVE LOAD. SINGLE-PHASE (Line to line)
Terminal e.m.f., (maximum, loaded phase) Eab 3218
Terminal e.m.f., (maximum, unloaded phase) Ehc 3252
Amperes field, i. 20.6
Amperes field, maximum, I 21.5
Frequency of field pulsations, cycles per second 121.6
Amperes armature, ±aA 28.
Amperes armature, maximum, Iab 39.9
Frequency of armature current, per second 60.8

No. 2b Oscillogram.
NON-INDUCTIVE LOAD. THREE-PHASE.
Terminal e.m.f . maximum 1&
,
E^
c ,
E
flc
2206
Amperes field, i^- 16.3
Amperes armature, iai 31,0
Amperes armature, maximum lag 43.8
Frequency of armature current, per second ..... 60.8
Higher harmonics in e.m.f. wave to order of 35th or 37th.

No. 3 Oscillogram.
Pressure Waves, all Phases Open-Circuited
.
No. 4 Oscillogram.
Pressure Waves, Phase E . Loaded, Line to Line.
<xb
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between the poles and a minimum in line with the poles. If the da-
ta for stationary impedance could have been taken with a higher de-
gree of accuracy, no doubt a smooth curve, following approximately
the dotted line^ should have been obtained.
With three-phase non-inductive load (see oscillogram 2b)
the field pulsations are entirely absent. Instead of the demagnet-
ization produced by the 90° lagging or short circuit current, there
results, in this case, purely field distortion. The entire absence
of field pulsations indicates an almost perfectly uniform resultant
magnetic field.
An examination of oscillograms^/l and 4 indicates/slight
distortion and phase displacement of the voltage wave of the phase
(line to line) which is loaded non -induet ively
.
11. Method of Taking Oscillograph Records of Short Circuits . The read-
er may desire to know how it was possible to obtain six oscillo-
graph curves simultaneously. Instantaneous records were obtained
at one and the same time-of current in the alternator armature, cur-
rent in the field of the alternator, terminal e.m.f. of the alterna-
tor, current in the armature of the exciter, current in the shunt
field of the exciter and the terminal e.m.f. of the exciter. This
was accomplished by coupling or belting together two General Elect-
ric three vibrator oscillographs. The three curves taken from the
alternator were obtained by connection to the three vibrators on one
of the oscillographs and the three exciter curves were obtained by
connection to the three vibrators of the second oscillograph. Both
oscillograph film drums were driven at synchronous speed from the
same motor. The writer is not aware that this scheme has been used
elsewhere. A diagram of the electrical circuit connections to
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the oscillographs is shown by Fig. 1
Z
<2JUU)
Gen. Fid.
Po t Trans
To Osci II o G-ra /> h No.l To Osalloerafih No.z.
Fig 12
The actual short circuiting was done by means of an oil
switch in connection with an electromagnetic relay circuit which
automatically opened the shutter, for exposing the films, just a
fraction of a second before the short circuit occurred. In this
way a record was secured of terminal voltages and field currents at
the moment before short circuit as well as after short circuit.
Much time and patience is required in making the numerous electrica!
connections and adjustments, as well as adjustments of the oscillo-
graphs .
12. Short Circuit Records . These are shown on the following pages,
-
the data for each oscillogram being printed on the same page just
below the record. Some of the oscillograms have the circuit con-
stants printed on them.
The writer has also reproduced some of the records on
cross section paper in order to have both alternator and exciter
phenomena on the same sheet for comparison and more critical analy-
sis by the reader. The writer regrets that owing to lack of time
it is impossible to enter into a full discussion of each record but
a brief discussion will be given of two of the most important short
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circuit conditions.
(a) SINGLE-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT. (See Curve Sheet No. /"'and page
With what has been written in the "body of the thesis, the records
require very brief discussion. The short circuit occurred at time
o
&j = 140 with a resulting maximum armature current of 480 amperes
at time - ^ = 172 after short circuit. The calculated value,
according to formula (21) page 44 is 561 amperes for the maximum or
momentary rush of armature current. Using equation (31 ) by Stein-
metz, with values k^ = 11.2, iy = 6.7, x ( = 2.3, x f + x& - 18,5, ylz =
16.2, xc = 100, r = 14.0, r, = 0.51 we obtain the value Ic = ^50,
2 n
approximately. In the above substitution kt = —n7'in which the
writer has taken the ratio n /n
(
= 322/57.4, since the field wind-
ing of one pole covers only 135 electrical degrees, and one phase
o
per pole of the armature winding covers 60 . The distribution fac-
„ _ , . , sin 135/2 x 360 _ _ otr „tor for the field winding k~ = < = 0.785. For the
7" 1 00 IT
armature winding, it is k
fl
=
sin
^ *
^60
= 0.955. Hence k^n = 0.785
x 410 = 322 and k n, = 0.955 x 60 = 57.4
Mr. H. R. Woodrow, using the same equation but the follow-
ing constants; x' = x^—f- (-—-) = 1.57, x, = 2.335, x, = 2.335 -f
j 2 »| /
1.57 = 3.9, x, + x z = 18.5, x£ = 18.5 - 2.335 16.16, r( = 0.5105,
re = 14.35, xe = 930, (xc )z = 181, obtained values of i G correspond-
ing very closely with the oscillograph. (See dotted curve, oscillo-
gram No. 6A). Of the above values, x^ = 1.57 is the field react-
ance (x^ = 99) reduced to equivalent armature reactance; xe = 930
represents the field reactance before short circuit; then(x )^=
*° A x = 9*° 2§7§ff = 181 - and = °- 08 > \*t x^ x, -
2 a §|2/x 6.7 x 1£|J| = 59.0, then
i = 15 [(3.9 + 16.16 'e"
-
08
*)] [cob<* -«') - 6-°- S1^cos e' )

No. 5a Oscillogram.
SHORT CIRCUIT. THREE-PHASE
Amperes field before short circuit, i^ 6.8
Amperes field, maximum, after short circuit, 1^ 49.3
Terminal e.m.f. before short circuit, eab 1320.
Terminal e.m.f. before short circuit, maximum Eab . . . . 1866.
E.M.F. , neutral to line 762.
Permanent short circuit voltage E# 68.0
Maximum value of armature short circuit current 1 b . . 290.
Permanent value of armature short circuit current iab . 16.0
Synchronous impedance for permanent short circuit current
of 16 amperes, ohms 82.5
Ratio Iab /iab • • • 12 ' 8*
Apparent impedance for armature, Z = Eab /lab 6.44
Frequency of armature current, per second 60.8
Time required for field current to reach normal value . 0.083
See Curve Sheet No. 11
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Short- Circuit, Three-Phase
Exciter Phenomena
No. 5b Oscillogram.
Exciter Phenomena Accompanying Three-Phase Short Circuit (shown by 5a )
Shunt field current, before short circuit, i^e . . . 0.65
Shunt field current immediately after short circuit 0.78
Terminal e.m.f. before short circuit, ee 92.
Terminal e.m.f. immediately after short circuit, Ee . 59.
Armature current before short circuit, ie 84.
Armature current immediately after short circuit, Ie . 50.4
Frequency of armature current, field current .... 60.8
See Curve Sheet No . 11
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l 4 Cal
G enerator Phenomena
Short -Circuit Sinc/e-Phase
Dfeutra/ fo Line
No. 6a Oscillogram.
Short Circuit, Single Phase (Neutral to line)
ArapereB field before short circuit, i^. 6.7
Amperes field, maximum, after short circuit, I- .... 36.0
Terminal e.m.f . before short circuit, e . 1320.
ceo
E.M.F. , neutral to line, e 762.
Maximum e.m.f. neutral to line, Eao 1080.
Maximum momentary armature short circuit current, Ja . 480.
Permanent value of armature short circuit current, iA . 41.5
Synchronous impedance for permanent short circuit cur-
rent of 41.5 amperes,- ohms x
(
+ x
z
= 18.5
Ratio la./!* 8« 2
E
Apparent impedance of armature (neutral to line) Z = 2.25
la
Frequency of armature current, per second 60.8
Frequency of field current, per second . 121.6
Time required for field current to reach normal value 0.115
See Curve Sheet No. 70
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No. 6b Oscillogram.
Exciter Phenomena Accompanying Single-Phase Short Circuit (shown by 6a
Shunt field current before short circuit, ye . . 0.65
Shunt field current immediately after short circuit,^ 0.715
Terminal e.m.f. before short circuit, e^ 96.0
Terminal e.m.f. immediately after short circuit, E^ 66.0
Armature current before short circuit, i^ 8.2
Armature current immediately after short circuit, 1^ 36.0
Frequency of armature current and field current,
per second 121 .6
See Curve Sheet No.iO
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Short- Circuit, SiriGle-Phase
Line to Line
Generator Phenomena
No. 7a Oscillogram.
Short Circuit, Single-Phase (Line to line)
Amperes field before short circuit, i^ 6.75
Amperes field, maximum, after short circuit, 1^ .... 37.5
Terminal e.m.f. before short circuit, eu6 1320.
Maximum value of e.m.f. before short circuit, E^b . . . . 1866.
Maximum momentary armature short circuit current, 1^/,. . 274.
Permanent value of armature short circuit current, iat> . 24.2
Synchronous impedance for permanent short circuit current
of 24.2 amperes, ohmB 54.5
Ratio la_b /lab 8.0
Apparent impedance armature winding (line to line) . . . 6.81
Frequency of armature current, per second 60.8
Frequency of generator field current, per second . . . 121.6
Time required for field current to reach normal value . 0.15"
See Curve Sheet Ko.i3
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No. 7b Oscillogram.
Exciter Phenomena Accompanying Single-Phase Short Circuit ( shown by 7a
Shunt field current before short circuit, 0.63
Shunt field current immediately after short circuit, 0.693
Terminal e.m.f. before short circuit, e e 91.5
Terminal e.m.f. immediately after short circuit, E e . . 54.9
Armature current before short circuit 8.2
Armature current immediately after short circuit .... 39.4
Frequency of armature current and field current .... 121.6
See Curve Sheet No.
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No. 8a Oscillogram.
Short Circuit, Three-Phase.
Amperes field before short circuit 7.0
Amperes field, maximum, after short circuit, . . . 51.5
Terminal e.m.f. before short circuit, eAb 1332.
Maximum value of e.m.f. before short circuit . . . 1883.
Maximum momentary armature short circuit current, Ia t> 320.
Permanent value of armature short circuit current, 16.3
Synchronous impedance for permanent value of short
circuit current of 16.3 amperes, ohms ... 81.7
Ratio lab /lab 13,9
Apparent impedance of armature winding 5.97
Frequency of armature current, per second 60.8
Frequency of field current, per second 60.8
See Curve Sheet N0.I4
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No. 8b Oscillogram.
Exciter Phenomena Accompanying Single-Phase Short Circuit ( shown by 8a
Shunt field current before short circuit, 0.66
Shunt field current immediately after short circuit, 0.75
Terminal e.m.f. before short circuit, ee 99.0
Terminal e.m.f. immediately after short circuit, Ee . . 56.0
Armature current before short circuit, ie 9.0
Armature current immediately after short circuit, Ie . . 75.0
Frequency of armature current and field current, per sec. 60.8
See Curve Sheet No.i^
35
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for ^ this reduces to
i
e
= 15 [(3. 9 + 16.18 E- - 08 ^)) (-E-°- 219 ^coso)
Very little need be stated regarding the phenomena which
take place in the exciter armature and shunt field circuit. The ex-
citer armature current behaves in the same manner as the alternator
field current, pulsating with double frequency and dying down in
the same way and reaching normal value simultaneously with the al-
ternator field current. The exciter terminal voltage, dropping ap-
proximately 25$ with the momentary rise of armature current, reaches
normal value simultaneously with the latter. Only a slightly per-
ceptible increase of shunt field current is to be noticed. This is
explained by the very high value of impedance in the shunt field
circuit. This was somewhat of a disappointment to the writer who
had expected to obtain some interesting results in view of his expe-
rience previously with a compound- wound exciter of such low shunt
field reactance that it reversed polarity when the large alternating
current generators were short circuited.
curve
The presence of the voltage^on the oscillograph record af-
ter short circuit and its distortion is due to the fact that throud
i
an oversight, the pressure leads to the oscillograph were connected
to the line terminals (ab ) instead of from neutral to line (ao). The
phase angle of the e.m.f . at the moment of short circuit is, howev-
er, easily distinguishable.
(b) THREE-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT . (See Curve Sheet No .J 5, oscillo-
gram 5A, page 68). The oscillograph record gives the armature cur-
rent in one phase only. The momentary short circuit current in the
other two phases, one of which is displaced 2 7t/^ electrical degrees
and the other 4 1T /?> electrical degrees, will have very different
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values. However, the general formula is applicable for the short
circuit current in any phase of an n phase machine.
The terminal voltage and field current were practically
the same at the moment of short circuit as they were for the single-
phase short circuit previously discussed, as shown by oscillogram
6 A. This being the case, note how much more quickly the transient
of the field dies down than for the single-phase condition.
The dotted curve represents the calculated values of Mr.
Woodrow which closely correspond with the maximum recorded values
but not so for the minimum values.
15. Conclusion . The writer regrets that more exhaustive tests were not
made, but conditions were such that it was impossible to do so at
this time. It would have been interesting and exceedingly instruct-
ive to have obtained a series of oscillograph records for each short
circuit condition at different points on the wave of generated
e.m.f . Of great interest also, would be short circuit tests of di-
rect current machines to show exactly what phenomena take place in
the armature and field of the direct current generator. Such tests
should afford invaluable aid in the study of commutation.
At the present time,when long distance electric power
transmission has become of such immense importance in the develop-
ment of our industries and the conservation of our natural resour-
ces, the electrical research engineer has a great work before him
in solving the many problems that have arisen through the increas-
ing length of transmission lines, with their spreading net work cov-
ering large areas, and the demand for higher voltages.
The problem now is not how to limit the short circuit cur-
rent of the alternator,- that has been solved. It is to design
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switching apparatus for very high potentials which will successful-
ly handle the freauent short circuits which occur beyond the power
house, over many miles, and in some cases hundreds of miles, of
transmission line.
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